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Summary

A sampling strategy based on a scheme of partial replacement has been
considered for estimating the population ratio on second occasion. The
proposed strategy has been compared with those of Tripathi and Sinha
[5], Rao [3], Rao and Pereira [4] and with other sampling strategies.
The values of optimum matched proportion has been tabulated and an
empiricalstudy is made to study the relative performanceof the proposed
strategy compared to some other strategies.

1. Introduction

In practice, we need the estimates for ratio R,^=YjXj^
=YjX,^ih=l,. 2 ) of population means (or totals) of two
characters y and x, on successive occasions.

Let Do denote the sampling procedure of drawing independent
samples on both the occasions, using simple random sampling without
replacement (SRSWOR), and Di of retaining •the entire sample
on the second occasion drawn at the first occasion. A simplest type
of sampling strategy for may be given by (Dq, PI), where

" ...(1.1)

y^„ and are the sample means (sample of size n) of y and x
respectively on ft-th occasion. Rao [3] and Rao and Pereira [4]
consideredthe sampling strategies {Di, P2) and {Di, r^) respectively
where

^2={rzln) Ri and rz=--r2rilRi. ...(1.2)

Tripathi and Sinha,[5] considered a sampling strategy {Dx,
for i?2 which does; not require the knowledge on Ri where the
sampling sclienie £>>. is similar to that given by Kulldorlf [2] and
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Ghangurde and Rao [1] and ^2 estimatorfor defined as

Rl=W*AL+il-W*) -(1.3)

1 _ . y^m —b {y\m —yin) , /5 . y-iu,where Kim 7^7= ^ and J<2u=-^
»T2ffi~"£7 «^iny X^u

are the 'regression-type ratio estimator' for i?2 based on the matched
sample of m units from the sample 5 of n units drawn at the first
occasion and the usual ratio estimator for Ra based on the replaced
(unmatched) sample Sa of u units from the (N—n) units in the popu
lation not included in s respectively.

Theestimator for J?a, l^sed on matched portion, suffers
from a weakness that to estimate Y2 in R^, it utilizes information
only on yi (in addition to J2), and to estimate ^2 only on Xi
(in addition to ;C2) ; while the information on both the characters
y and x on previous occasion may in fact be used to estimate both of
F2 and Z2.

_In this paper we use information yi and Xi both to estimate
72, ^2 in setting up estimator for R^ based on matched portion and
Study the properties of proposed sampling strategy. We also
compare it with other sampling strategies.

2. Sampling Strategy Under Consideration

Let Ch iy) and Ch {x) denote the coeflGLcient of variation of y^
and x„ respectively and (y, x) denote the correlation coefficient
between and ;c^,(/z,/z'=l, 2). We consider the sampling strategy
for i?2 as {D\, where

R2~^lRzm'^ ^zRsu •••(2.1)

^ y2n'~by^y^^ '̂(yim~yin)—bj,^^^^^(Xim—Xin)

and defined in (1 "3) being the estimators for i?2 based on the
matched portion and unmatched portion respectively, Wx and the
constants such that )^^i+^^2=1 and ^'s are the partial regression
coefficients based on the matched sample.

3. MeaIsi Square Error (MSE) of the Sampling Strategy
Assuming | ixzu—X^jX^ | <1, the MSE of to the terms

0(m"^), is given by

M(^2„)=J?i(^_i)/, ;.(3.1)
where J%=Cl (j)+ C| (x)-2p22 iy, x) Q (j) Q (x).
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Let I (g*—^2)/^2 I < I where g* is the denominator of i?.
The MSE of to the terras 0(«2~^), is given by

M{R ...(3.2)

where

'^(i,2)=9ii C| {y)-\-2q^.%C^ (j) C2 (x)+?22C| W
with

3-11=1-9 [P21 ^)+P?2 (3 '̂ :t')-2pii {y. x) P21 {y, x) P12 0', y)]

922=1-9 tp?2 (y> ^)+P?2 x)-2Pn (y, x) P12 (y, x) P12 (x, ;c)]

9ia= -[P22 (j. + ? {Pii (j> P21 x) P12 (j, ;<:)+ Pii (j, :v)
Pi2 (7, j) P12 (x, x)-p2i (y, x) P12 (x, x)-pi2 (y, x) P12 (y, j)}]

and 9=[1-P?i (J'j

Usiing the optimum weights in (2" I) the resulting MSE of J?,,
with large sample approximation, is given by

Mo (i«2)=-^2/2 X/2(l+(.)+li(l-X)/a.2)-2X^//2
...(3.3)

where X=m/«, (i=M/« and/=«/iV.

If u=n—m, and if the sampling fraction / is ignored, then

M. ...0.4)

where Xwill now be called as' matched proportion of the Sample at
second occasion.

4. Optimum Matched Proportion and Optimum MSE

It may be shown that in general ^2 >2) > 0. Further,
from (3, 4),

if /2=/a,2)thenMo(^a)=(l/«)i?i/2 ...(4.1)

We see that in such a caSe X does not play any role in reducing
the MSE.

In case/2 > ^(1,2), >0, the optimum value of X (0<X<;i),
whichminimizes Mq (j^j), defined in (3, 4), is given by

^0= v'/(l, 2)/[ V /fl,2) + x/ ^2 1 ...(4.2)
and then the resulting minimum MSE is given by

^min(A)=(I/2«) ^1(^2+, ...(4.3)
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If Cziy)—C2 (x), the optimum A would depend only upon
various correlation coefficients:. In Such a case one may tabulate the
values of Xq for various given values of correlation coefficients alone.
To have a picture of Xq and to make certain other specific studies' we
shall now assume that

Ca (>') = C2 (x)= C2; P12 {y, y)=9n {x, x) = pq ... (4.4)

P12 iy, x)=P2i (y, Ji:)=Pn (y, x)=P22 (y, x)=Pi

Under (4'4), we have

A=2C2(l-pi);/(i.2)=-2C|(l-po)[(l+Po)-2pJ/(l-.Pi) ' ...(4.5)
Xo = V(1 - fg) -2pi (1 -Po)/ [V (1 ^ p2;- 2pi (1-f0)

+ (I-Pi)], (Pq=Pi) ...(4.6)

Mmin (A,)= (!/«)« [(1-Pi)+V(1-pP-2px(1-Po)]. ...(4.7)

It may be noted that if Pi=Po=P (say), tlien,/2=./(i,2)=2C|'
(1—p) in which casj, from (4.1), we haVe that

-- . M,(^J=2(l/«)/?|C|(I-p). ...(4,8)

' ; The values of \ in (4.6) for various values of po and pi have
been given in Table 4.1 (given at the end of the paper)

5. Remarks About Table 4.1

; • («) From (4.8), we note that Mq {.Ra) does not depend on X at
all, in case. p0=pi. The mark (:c) in the Table, at all the entries on
the diagonal of (po, Pi), shows this situation.

{a) From (4.5), we note that if Pi=l, then J^, 2) is not defined
at all and 72=0. This situation is, obviously, to be excluded from
the Table,

(m) From (4.5), we note that /(i, 2)=0 iff Pq=I or if
pp=2pi—1, the situation which we have excluded in obtainmg
optimum ^.. The mark {xx) in the Table depicts such situations.

(jv) From (4.5), we note that if Pq<2pi—1 then Ja, 2)<0 which
is not possible. This in fact indicates that such choices of po and pi
would -be inconsistent. ,"The a&terik (*) in the body of the Table
reflects such situations.^ '

.(v) Noting that V>2 > V /d, 2),,fFom (4.2)'we find that Xq < 1/2,
Thisfact is reflected from the body of the Tablealso for ail possible
choices of fo and pi. We also note, from the Table, that :\o>0.23
for all possible (Po, Pi). ^ - -.rS - •;
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TABLE4.1

ValuesofOptimumMatchedProportion(Xo)

Valuesofpi

Po
—1.0—.8—.5—.4—.2—.10.1.2.3.4.5.6.7..8.9

—1.0X..4989.4919.4744.4260.3640-XX***•***•*iii•❖

—.8.4987X.4954.4893•.4640.4343.3750XX*****H:

—.6.4949.4984X.4949.4855.4682.4444.3863-XX**A:**••

—.4.4882..4936.4954X14963.4950.4782.4540.3944XX***
*

.2•••.4782•.4853'.4919.4949X.4989.4948.4853".4640.4117XX
**❖❖

—..1.4717'.4768..4847.4943.4991X.4987.4936.4810.4477•.3581***•❖

0.4641.-4725.4810.4893.4963.4989X.4984•-.4719.4746.4270XX*.•SlJ

.1•/.4551.4640.4731.4829.4919-.4957.4987X:.4955..4893.4640.3750*--ii-

.2.4444.4540,4641.4744.4855.4903.4948.4984.X.4974...4852.4444XXiU•*

.3-.4317.4420.4529.4640.4757.4822.4882.4936.4955x.4964.4782.3944*•
*

'.4•:,.4166•.4272.4352.4510•.4640.4682.4782.4853.4919.4974X.4948.4641XX^*•

.5••.3944..4096.4198.4343"'.4489.4559.4640.4725:.4810.4893..4964X.4919.427];.*•

-.6•.3750•.3863.3944.4132,.4260.4343.4444.4540..4640.4746.4852.4948X.4852XX^'

•

.7.3450.3580.3696.3849,.3944'.4059.4166.4272;.4352;.4477•.4640,4782.491-9X"4641,

.8.3035.3149.3216.3334•.3580.3640.3750.3863.3944.4117.4270.4444.4641.4852X•XX.

•.9.2379.2487.2487.2763.2763.2930.3035.3149:.3216..3411-.3581.3750.3949.4271,4641
1.0;XX;XX•XX••XXXXXXXXXXXX•XX•XXXXXXXX--XXXX

Note:TheremarksabouttheTablearegivenattheendofSection;4.AThesymbols(x),(xx)aid(*)arealsoexplainedthere.
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6. Comparison with other Sampling Strategies

In this section we shall compare (Dx, ^2), proposed by us, with
iDo,rl), (£»1, rj, and (Di, which are defined in

section I, and with some other sampling strategies for R^.

(i) It may be shown, to our order of approximation, thnt

M(RlJ>M{R2m) (5.1)
which will further imply that

MoiR^XM^iRd- ...(5.2)
in) We note that if u=n—m and if / is ignored and if

X=ni/77=0 (no matching) or if X=I (complete matching), then

Mo {R^)x=o=M^ (R2 )a=i=(1/7?) rI J%=M{r^)=M{?l) .. (5.3)

where ra and are defined in (1.2)and (I.l) respectively. Wenotethat
./2>/(1,2)>0. From (3.4) and (5.3) we find that in case /2>/(i,2)>0,
the sampling strategy (Dx, J^j) of partial replacement (0<X<1) will
be better than those of complete matching. (>.=1) and complete
replacement (X=0).

iiii) For large sample sizes we shall have

M^)=(I/n) Ri (1-/) [^2+/i-2L] ...(5.4)
and

where

M{7^)={\ln) Rl (I-/) [/2+/i+2i:] ...(5.5)

Jh = Cl {y)-]rCl {x)-2m CC' M Q W (A= 1, 2)

L-=Ciz {y, j) + Ci2 {.X, x)~Ci2 (y, x)—C2i{y, x)

Cm' iy' ^)=Paa' (y> x). Cj, (J') Q, (x), (A, /z'=r, 2) etc.
and and are defined in (1.2).

Let C2 {y) = C^ iy), C2 {x)=Ci (x). ...(5.6)

In case / is ignored, then under the assumptions (4.4) and (5.6),
it can be shown from (5.4), (5.5) and 3.4) that

{R2)^M{f'Q

ifx(l-pi)''[2(l-p„)(2-x)-(l-pi)] .

+(I-:Pq) (I+Po-2pi) (1-X) [2 (l-p„)(i-x)-(l-pi)]>o ..,(5.7)
which is always satisfied if X<(I+pi—2po)/2 (I—Po) and

M(r,)>A/„(4),_o>Mo (^3)x ifi"Po>(3pi-l)/2.
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Itmay.benotedthatifPo<Piand1/2then(5,7)isalways

satisfied.

{iv)Nowweshallcompare(D^,with(Dj,,and
(Dx,fori?a,wheietheestimatorsandaredefinedby

Af^=w*R<2^J,-\-(l-w*)A^u...(5.8)
respectivelywhere

nW—jyinlyim)'(2)_y^miyimlym)
X2fn{Xin'X^m)'X2m(XxmlX-yr^

I

ThelargesampleapproximationtotheMSEswouldbegivenby

M.=/?!r(-L-.1i-k]-2Rl(i-X)L LVffJNJ\nN)jymnJ

...(5.9)

Misa-nl(i-J-)i.
...(5.10)

Undertheassumptions(4.4)and(5.6),itcanbeshownthat
(.^2m)<-^(.R2m)whichwill,from(5.1)and(5.2),furtherimply

that

...(5.11)

Again,undertheassumptions(4.4)and(5.6),itisfoundthat

A/'(^aJ<A/(.R|̂)...(5.12)

(i?2m)^^(.^2m)iffPl^(l+Po)/(3—Pq)'(5.13)
^(./^2m)^-^(^2m)^-^(.^2m)inCaSePi<Po...(5.14)

whichwillfurtherimplythat

MoiRf^)

Mq(.^aXAfo(.^2)^-^0(R2^)^AdQ(.^2^^)incasepi^po
Mo{Rd<Mo(RlXMom^KMoiM^)

incasePo<Pj.<

7.EmpiricalStudy

ThedataunderconsiderationwastakenfromcensusI95Iand
census1961,WestBengal,DistrictCensusHandBook,Midnaporo.
Thepopulationconsistsof368villagesortown/wardunderSalbani
PoliceStation(iiifactonlythosevillagesortowns/wardshavebeen
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considered which are common to both, census 1951 and census 1961,
lists and which are shown as inhabited). The characters Xi and X2 are
numbers of houses for 1951 and 1961 respectively and the cliaracters

bnd ja are number of literate persons for 1951 and 1961 respec
tively. For this population we obtained

Ji=38.3696 Ci(x) = 1.39I6 P12 (;c, x)=0.7990

^2=50.4321 C2(x) = I.0585 P12 (j)', :i')=0.5392 '

71=31.4321 CiW=2.2I29 ' Pu (j,x)=0.9187
72=42.5761 C2W=I.5048 Pi^ x)= 0.7028

P21 {y, x)=0.547I, P22 iy, x)=0.7952.'
Using the above values of the parameters we obtained

/2=0.8517, /x=1.1752, 7(i, 2)=0.8013

M {RlJ Rl

.M(® =/?:

0.8167 , 0.0350 0.8517

m n N ^

Using the relations (3.2), (4.2) and (4.3) we get
^ „2r 0.8013 , 0.0504 0.8517M(i?2j=i?2 ^ j

}iQ=0.4924, (A)=(l/«) Rl (0.8389).

Using (5.9),. (5.10), (5.4) and (5.5) we obtain
1.6659 0.8142 0.8517

m

2.m9

m

1.5362

n

N J

0.8517

N

M(/>2)='-R|(|~-|r) (1-6659),
M(n)=^f(-i— ^) (2.3879).

From the above expressions we i3nd that

M {Rfi)

which will further imply that

Mo {R^)<M^ (.rD<-^o
Further ignoring the terms involving 1/iV and using (5.3) and (4.3),
we find that

Mrnin (^aXMo (^2)o<x<i < ^0 (^a)A=o = ^0 (^2)^=1

= M(ra)=M (^D =• (0.8517) < M(^)<M{?,). ,
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